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How to Check and see if your VPN Connection is Secure

VPN’s can be very easy or complex to set up. They may even 
be so easy that you don’t know if they are running correctly, 
or even protecting you. Today you are going to be able to test 
your VPN connection, and see if it’s actually secured. When 
you turn on a VPN it is very simple, you may just hit connect, 
it tests the connection, then finally connects. But is it really 
securing that connection and encrypting it? Is your ISsecuring that connection and encrypting it? Is your ISP getting 
leaked queries? 
Check and see if your VPN Connection is Secure…

What is the VPN suppose to secure?

AA VPN can be quite complex, but I will just be going over a few things your VPN should protect. A VPN 
consists of an IP address, a DNS, and keeping everything inside their given IP and DNS. This means that 
when you connect to YouTube.com, the VPN should secure your entire connection, even when using 
flash. Once connected, you should be assured that flash player queries are not getting leaked a from your 
real computers IP to identify you. This also applies with Java. When playing games with Java, is your real 
computer or location identifiable? And on top of keeping these applications secure, the VPN needs to keep 
all your DNS queries within the VPNall your DNS queries within the VPN’s given DNS. This is where MANY VPN providers fall short. Most 
VPN providers offer no protection against DNS leaks (except Private Internet Access), and most don’t 
even mention it. DNS leaks are a huge security flaw. Most if not all of your http:// queries can be leaked to 
your ISP. The picture below will show you what a DNS leak looks like.
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As you can see, a DNS leak can be a huge vulnerability. It doesn’t defeat the purpose of a VPN, but it still 
tells your ISP what websites you visit. A VPN’s objective is to secure you from your ISP, and keep your 
traffic hidden. If your service provider is still seeing what websites you visit, it defeats the entire purpose 

as your ISP is still logging your data.
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• How can I see if my VPN is working, and securing me?

There are many tools online to check this, but there are not many that do it right. Below I will list some 
of the best tools to check your VPN configuration with. If you notice any leaks, or that your VPN is not 
working properly, some solutions will be listed below.

IP address test – To start, go with a simple IP check. Make sure that the location shown on the map is 
not your actual home location, and that it’s your VPN providers server.

Extended IExtended IP address test – This test is where it really counts. This checks your Flash, Java, and 
DNS. Make sure the flash, and java IP’s/DNS’s are not yours leaking and ensure they are the VPN pro-
viders. Check the IP’s and put them into a search engine like DuckDuckGo. Many VPN providers point 
their DNS to Google. Google is located in Mountain View, California. But if the DNS leaks something 
similar to 127.0.0.1.verizionfios.direct, and you are using Verizion fios, your queries are begin leaked.
    
IP test for Bittorrent (now dead) – This will test your Bittorrent/P2P IP. Once you hit start, it will down-
load a test .torrent file. Open the .torrent file in your bittorrent client. Once opened, let it connect and 
download. Once it does, the website should tell you what IP is begin shown to others in a bittorent 
swarm. It should be showing your VPN’s IP.
    
DNS leak check (here is another optional checker) – Probably one of the most important ones aside 
from the VPN begin connected. Check for possible leaks. Click check, and let it load the IP’s/DNS’s. If 
any point to your home DNS, or look something like 127.0.0.1.verizionfios, your queries are begin 
leaked to your ISP. Again, if your don’t notice them, check the IP on DuckDuckGo. If they are right next 
to your real location, most of the time, queries are begin leaked.
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I am begin leaked, how can I fix this?

If anything is begin leaked, its better to fix it sooner than 
later. First off, your IP. If your VPN is turned on and your
real IP is still begin leaked, check again. Make sure the
VPN is turned on, or that the client is installed correctly. 
If you are using OpenVPN make sure you have the cert.
in the right place. Go through the VPN pages in the right place. Go through the VPN pages FAQ, and
make sure you have it on. If its still begin leaked and you
are %100 confident its on, contact the support team, or 
get a refund.

If your Flash or Java is getting leaked, it probably fits in with the DNS leaks. But just for extra security, be sure 
you are using SSTP/OpenVPN protocol. Its the most secure, and most VPN providers offer it. If not, PPTP, 
and L2TP protocols are worthless. Even if you are using your VPN on Android, or iOS MAKE SURE they
support OpenVPN.support OpenVPN. There are OpenVPN apps for both. 

If your bittorent IP is begin leaked it may have to do with your DNS in part. But if not, make sure you have it 
set up correctly. Make sure you have your ports set up correctly, and you are using a reliable client. If it 
continues to leak again, check if the VPN is on. If this persists, it could be a DNS leak, or very poor quality 
VPN that cannot hold connections (I have had a few that did this in the past).

LastlLastly, if you have DNS leaks. This is the most common problem, and the fix is simple. Either point your DNS 
to a free non-logging DNS, or choose what you want to use. I choose to use ones I can personally choose. 
For one, you can download dnsfixsetup.exe (from DNSLeaktest.com) which will stop DNS leaks for you 
automatically. But, I choose to use DNSBench which is a manual option. Someone on Reddit recommended:
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I prefer using fat pipe providers like level-3 and global crossing since they are not in the 
metadata business.most will tell you to simply use the default dns offered by your VPN 
provider at the outlet country you selected.

having the ability to log you is worthless if you are on a shared public ip from your vpn 
provider, so don’t worry

about that warning message. only worry if your dnsleaktest shows servers with your ISP’s 
own name on them. 

I tested this out, and it worked great! I tested some fast, non-logging DNS’s not run by big corps and they 
work great.  

Source : FreedomHacker.net



CryptoLocker: What Is and How to Avoid it
CryptoLocker is a new family of ransomware whose business 
model (yes, malware is a business to some!) is based on ex-
torting money from users. This continues the trend started by 
another infamous piece of malware which also extorts its vic-
tims, the so-called ‘Police Virus’, which asks users to pay a 
‘fine’ to unlock their computers. However, unlike the Police 
Virus, CryptoLocker hijacks users’ documents and asks them 
to pay a ransom (with a time limit to send the payment).

Malware installation
                                                                      CryptoLocker uses social engineering techniques to trick the 

userinto running it. More specifically, the victim receives an email
 with a password-protected ZIP file purporting to be from a logistics company.

TheThe Trojan gets run when the user opens the attached ZIP file, by entering the password included in the 
message, and attempts to open the PDF it contains. CryptoLocker takes advantage of Windows’ default 
behavior of hiding the extension from file names to disguise the real .EXE extension of the malicious file.

As soon as the victim runs it, the Trojan goes memory resident on the computer and takes the following 
actions:

    • Saves itself to a folder in the user’s profile (AppData, LocalAppData).
    • Adds a key to the registry to make sure it runs every time the computer starts up.
        • Spawns two processes of itself: One is the main process, whereas the other aims to protect the main    
      process against termination.
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File encryption

TheThe Trojan generates a random symmetric key for each file it encrypts, and encrypts the file’s content with 
the AES algorithm, using that key. Then, it encrypts the random key using an asymmetric public-private key 
encryption algorithm (RSA) and keys of over 1024 bits (we’ve seen samples that used 2048-bit keys), and 
adds it to the encrypted file. This way, the Trojan makes sure that only the owner of the private RSA key can 
obtain the random key used to encrypt the file. Also, as the computer files are overwritten, it is impossible to 
retrieve them using forensic methods.

Once run, the first thing the Trojan does
 is obtain the public key (PK) from its  is obtain the public key (PK) from its 
C&C server. To find an active C&C 
server, The Trojan incorporates a 
domain generation algorithm (DGA)
 known as ‘Mersenne twister’ to generate
 random domain names.  This algorithm 
uses the current date as seed and can 
generate up to 1,000 digenerate up to 1,000 different fixed-size
 domains every day.
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After the Trojan has downloaded the PK, it saves it inside the following Windows registry key: 
HKCUSoftwareCryptoLockerPublic Key. Then, it starts encrypting files on the computer’s 
hard disk and every network drive the infected user has access to.
CryptoLocker doesn’t encrypt every file it finds, but only non-executable files with the extensions included in 
the malware’s code:

Additionally, CryptoLocker logs each file 
encrypted to the following registry key:

HKEY_CURRENT_USERSoftwareCryptoLockerFiles

When the Trojan finishes encrypting every file that meets 
the aforementioned conditions, it displays the following 
message asking the user to make a ransom payment, 
with a time limit to send the payment before the private 
key kept by the malware writer is destroyed.
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Curiously enough, the malware doesn’t ask users for the same amount of money, but incorporates 
its own currency conversion table.

How to avoid CryptoLocker

This malware spreads via email by using social engineering techniques. Therefore, our recommendation 
are:
• Being particularly wary of emails from senders you don’t know, especially those with attached files.
• Disabling hidden file extensions in Windows will also help recognize this type of attack.
• We’d like to remind you of the importance of having a backup system in place for your critical files. This   
  will help mitigate the damage caused not only by malware infections, but hardware problems or any other   will help mitigate the damage caused not only by malware infections, but hardware problems or any other 
  incidents as well.
• If you become infected and don’t have a backup copy of your files, our recommendation is not to pay the 
ransom. That’s NEVER a good solution, as it turns the malware into a highly profitable business model and 
will contribute to the flourishing of this type of attack.

Source : PandaSecurity.com
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9 Mobile Phone Myths And The Truth Behind Them

Mobile phones are an integral part of our daily lives and 
it’s difficult to think of a world without all this technology at 
our disposal. Although such an addiction is a psychologi-
cal problem in itself but today we are not going over to 
that territory. Here, we bring to you the most common 
mobile phone myths that are floating around and how 
much of these are actually true. So, have a look and 
shove it in the rumour-mongeshove it in the rumour-monger’s face the next time they 
tell you it’s the main cause of brain cancer.

1. Cell Phones Are The Root Cause Of Brain Cancer : Cellphones do not cause brain cancer. Period. Over 
the years since 1990s and 2000s there have been a series of independent studies (which have limitations of 
course) which have found no conclusive evidence to suggest any relation between usage of cell phones and 
it causing brain cancers.However, for the cautious peeps out there, floating over the RF waves there are 
certain precautions you can take to lower the radiation contact since a study says that more research is 
needed in this area–
Answer your phone from the left side of your face
Use hands-free deviceUse hands-free device
Do not hold your phone close to your head for more than 30 minutes at a stretch
 
2. The Phone Might Explode If Used While Charging : All is well till you are using your original charger and 
not any third-party dubious charger. Keep away from the knock-offs and you will be perfectly fine.

3. Buy Phones With Low SAR Values To Avoid Health Problems : SAR or Specific Absorption Rate is the 
measure of RF energy absorption by the body and all cell phones are under the maximum permissible limit.
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Also, SAR values do not depend on the battery levels on your phones as the SAR value is calculat-
ed under the most extreme conditions. So, you do not need to shell out more for phones which 
have a lower SAR value, other smart phones will work quite as well.
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4. Excessive Charging Kills The Battery : There’s a reason today’s cell phones are called smartphones. 
They are smart enough to cut off the power supply to the battery once it is completely charged. The modern 
Li-ion batteries have an in-built charge mechanism which has a finite number of cycles available for long 
life. But it is always recommended to charge your batteries in between 40-80% for optimized utilization and 
long-life.

5. Closing5. Closing All Apps Will Make Your Phone Run Faster : The basic premise of this myth is that an app 
requires some portion of RAM to run and by closing the app you are freeing up your RAM and hence the 
phone should work faster. But, then again we forget that we are now in the age of smart phones and that 
they have an in-built feature to freeze the app once you exit, there is no need to close the app and you can 
still multi-task with the app open.

6. Placing6. Placing A Magnet Near Your Phone Will Erase All The Data : This is mostly false since phones have 
SDD (Solid State Drives) or flash drives which make them unsusceptible to magnetic fields. And even if you 
are working on HDD you will need a magnet of 1.1 Tesla to disrupt the data stored in codes.

7. More Megapixels Means Better Camera : Megapixels determine the digital photo size and not the 
quality. For quality you have to depend on camera sensor’s size and type and its processor and optics. So, 
ask for a better and bigger sensor in your mobile phones for better images.

8.8. Your Mobile Phone Can Work As a Key For Your Car : This is the most atrocious myth being circulat-
ed through mails and let me tell you this: the idea is pretty cool and could be a futuristic tech to look forward 
to but right now it simply does not work. Radio Frequency cannot be transmitted through mobile phones 
and unless you want me to unleash my technical might we will just leave it at that.



9. Your Cell Phone Has Reserved Battery Life Which Can be Activated :  First things first – 
Why would the manufacturers keep this functionality a secret if it is meant for useful purposes in 
case you run out of power?

Till now there are no special keys or functions available to activate the reserve battery and believe 
me I have tried. And if there is any such thing available in the future be sure you hear it from us 
first!!

Source : Mensxp.com
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What is Internet of Things (IoT)
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a scenario in which objects, animals 
or people are provided with unique identifiers and the ability to 
transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-human or 
human-to-computer interaction. IoT has evolved from the convergence 
of wireless technologies, micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) 
and the Internet.

A thing, in the Internet of Things, can be a person with a heart moni-
tor implant, a farm animal with a biochip transponder, an automobile 
that has built-in sensors to alert the driver when tire pressure is low -- 
or any other natural or man-made object that can be assigned an IP 

address and provided with the ability to transfer data over a network. So far, the Internet of Things has been 
most closely associated with machine-to-machine (M2M) communication in manufacturing and power, oil 
and gas utilities. Products built with M2M communication capabilities are often referred to as being smart.

IPv6’s huge increase in address space is an important factor in the development of the Internet of Things. 
According to Steve Leibson, who identifies himself as “occasional docent at the Computer History Museum,” 
the address space expansion means that we could “assign an IPV6 address to every atom on the surface of 
the earth, and still have enough addresses left to do another 100+ earths.” In other words, humans could 
easily assign an IP address to every "thing" on the planet. An increase in the number of smart nodes, as well 
as the amount of upstream data the nodes generate, is expected to raise new concerns about data privacy, 
data sovereignty and security.

Although the concept wasn't named until 1999, the Internet ofAlthough the concept wasn't named until 1999, the Internet of Things has been in development for decades.  
The first Internet appliance, for example, was a Coke machine at Carnegie Melon University in the early 
1980s. The programmers could connect to the machine over the Internet, check the status of the machine 
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and determine whether or not there would be a cold drink awaiting them, should they decide to 
make the trip down to the machine.

Kevin Ashton, cofounder and executive director of the Auto-ID Center at MIT, first mentioned the 
Internet of Things in a presentation he made to Procter & Gamble. Here’s how Ashton explains the 
potential of the Internet of Things:

“Today computers -- and, therefore, the Internet -- are almost wholly dependent on human beings for 
information. Nearly all of the roughly 50 petabytes (a petabyte is 1,024 terabytes) of data available on 
the Internet were first captured and created by human beings by typing, pressing a record button, 
taking a digital picture or scanning a bar code. 

The problem is, people have limited time, attention and accuracy -- all of which means they are not The problem is, people have limited time, attention and accuracy -- all of which means they are not 
very good at capturing data about things in the real world. If we had computers that knew everything 
there was to know about things -- using data they gathered without any help from us -- we would be 
able to track and count everything and greatly reduce waste, loss and cost. We would know when 
things needed replacing, repairing or recalling and whether they were fresh or past their best.”

Source : techtarget.com
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Top 10 Android Apps For June 2015

A new month is upon us and it’s about time to get some fresh apps  
on your Android device. Here, we have handpicked top 10 best An-
droid apps you must check out this month.

1. Snap Me Up - A one-of-a-kind alarm app, Snap Me Up won’t let you silence your alarm until you’ve taken 
a selfie. 

2. Periscope - One of the best live-streaming apps right now, Periscope allows you to create a live broad-
cast of whatever you are doing and share it. You can even watch other people’s live streams available on 
the app. 

3. QuizUp (Revamped) - The new revamped QuizUp app now supports full profiles and the redone 
UI looks quite good. You can now find opponents based on age, topics and even gender. It also 
supports playing QuizUp on the desktop.
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4. Mistaken - A very interesting and unique app, Mistaken is a photo-sharing app, in which you t
ake a photo, never see it and, instead, see a stranger’s photo in return. Yup, this sounds strange 
but the sense of secrecy about what you’ll get in return is what makes this app click with users.

5. Pext - Memes can convey a lot if created the right way. And Pext is one app that can help you 
quickly create your own custom memes and send them in messages across a whole range of ser-
vices.

6. Bundle - With Bundle, you can group different pictures under different bundles and can allow the 
access to different bundles to different people. The members can also add their photos to the bundle 
they have access to.

7. Office Lens - Microsoft’s Office Lens scanner is one very handy app. Scan a receipt or document 
and the image can then be converted directly into a Word document, PowerPoint slide or searchable 
PDF.

8. Lenka - 8. Lenka - Lenka is a black-and-white photography app from Kevin Abosch and offers monochromatic 
scene and allows for manual or automatic focus. The app, however, doesn’t support front-facing 
camera for selfies, nor does it have a flash option.

9. Adblock Plus Browser - As the name suggests, this browser blocks ads, and that too, pretty im-
pressively. This is actually a tweaked version of Firefox 37 for Android.

10. Instalively - Being touted as the Indian answer to live streaming apps like Periscope and Meerkat, 
Instalively, a live-streaming app, is making its presence felt. The app uses Youtube to store its videos 
and Google+ to log in. You can stream privately and share the video with a custom audience.

Source : mensxp.com
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5 Apps For Managing and Boosting Your Social 
Media Accounts

Juggling each and every social media account can be difficult and 
time consuming. Now there are a plenty of application that are 
rectifying this problem and can easily sync with all social media ac-
counts. With the help of these tools, anyone can update and monitor 
all of accounts in convenient location.

1. Buffer - Buffer is a social media message scheduling and sharing application that allows users to share 
content and schedule posts via Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Google+. User can build a queue of con-
tent to share with their friends and followers, and followup on their posts with Buffer’s analytics to check 
which posts performed best. It is free, but only for a short period. After that, users need to pay $10/month or 
$102/year. Users can schedule as many as posts they want, and can use up to 12 social profiles.

2. HootSuite - It is used to manage and schedule posts to multiple social media profiles on Twitter, Face-
book, LinkedIn, Foursquare and more. User can manage social media, track conversations, and measure 
campaign results. Also, it offers a custom built-in analytics system and capability to schedule posts on all 
platforms. It offers a free, Pro ($9.99/month), and enterprise options to suite the needs of different type of 
organizations.
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3. Tweetdeck - It is social media dashboard application for real-time tracking, organizing and 
engagement. With the help of this, users can watch their updates in real-time when they connect 
with Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and more. It organizes and builds custom timelines, keeps track of 
lists, searches, activity and more—all in one interface as well as creates searches to track topics, 
events and hashtags. Users can also install it  as a separate program on hard drive as a desktop 
application.

4. EveryPost - 4. EveryPost - It allows users to post all of their updates onto the social networks from one place at 
one time. Simply write message, add photos/videos, hashtags and then send off to Twitter, Face-
book, LinkedIn, Google+, Tumblr, Pinterest, or via email even all at the same time. Another feature is 
Twitter text shortener, which automatically shortens tweets just under 140 characters. It is free to 
use.

5. DrumUp - DrumUp is a free content discovery and social media scheduling app that helps discover 
content according to users’ interest and schedule it for sharing on Facebook and Twitter accounts. It 
adds multiple dashboards for different accounts and edits & customizes posts. Currently, over 75,000 
social media posts are published every month through DrumUp, and 3000+ social accounts are reg-
istered on the app.

 

Source : iamwire.com
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Top 10 iOS Apps For June 2015

A new month calls for some new apps and since we don’t want you 
to struggle your way through the App Store, here are the top 10 iOS 
apps for this month.

1. WifiMapper - A very, very useful app, Wifi Mapper detects WiFi connections that are near your device and 
are well within reach.

2. Secretmoji - This app conceals your messages as a string of emojis and you have to tap the padlock icon 
at the top to decipher the message. The sender and recipient both need to have the app to send these 
emoji-coded messages. 

3. Bleep - 3. Bleep - Need to censor your filthy potty mouth in the videos you make? Bleep is just the app for you. Tap 
on the screen at the point that you want to censor the cuss words and you are good to go.

4. Camera51 - This algorithmically-driven guided-shooting app aims to guide new phone photographers to 
help capture better pictures in different light and surrounding conditions. The app directs you to aim the 
camera up, down, left, right, move back or zoom in.
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5.  Handpick - This app brings together the best food photos on Instagram and helps you get recipe 
instructions and list of ingredients too. You can also share what all you already have in your kitchen 
cabinet.

6. BitTorrent Bleep - This messaging app has a feature, called Whisper, which prevents you from 
viewing the sender at the same time as you view the message. Simply put – you can either view the 
sender of the message, or the content, but not both at the same time.

7. Flickr - 7. Flickr - Flickr has been massively overhauled and the app has an all-new Camera Roll, filters and 
freshly-added Instagram support.

8. Telegram from Aniways - A messaging service from Telegram, Aniways suggests appropriate GIFs 
and Smart Emoticons as you type your messages. That’s the only difference between Aniways and 
the real Telegram app.

9. Spark -9. Spark - An e-mailing app, Spark has a plethora of very powerful features that work together for you 
to achieve a clutter-free inbox. It offers snooze options, quick reply features and language-directed 
mail search.

10. Bundle - Bundle helps you group photos in separate bundles with selective access to people.
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7 Interesting Features Of Android M

Google just flaunted its next generation smartphone OS ( Operating 
System), Android M at I/O 2015, which was held in San Francisco. 
Google also released the developer preview of Android M at I/O 2015. 
The new operating system is much more improved as compared to 
the previous version. It comes with tons of new features and added 
layer of security. Here are some of the latest features of Android M 
that you need to know.

1. App Permissions - The biggest feature of new Android M is App Permissions. Android M will offer selec-
tive app permission. Google has decided to let users control app permission in smartphone OS. With this 
new addition, users can manage their app permission in the settings tab.

2. Now on Tap - This is another feature that Google has included in Android M. Now, Tap will provide a new 
level of usability to Google Now. Google Now is basically a contextual information showing app. With Now 
on Tap, Google Now has become more intelligent contextual information engine. This feature will offer you 
contextual information based on your current activities on the smartphone.

3. Web Experience - Google also showcased a new version of Chrome browser. The new chrome version 
will bring a all new feature called Chrome Custom Tabs. This feature will redefine the Web browsing experi-
ence for Android users. Chrome Custom Tabs will enable users to access saved data in Chrome. 
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4. Android Pay - Google has packed Android M with a new payment service called Android Pay. An-
droid users can leverage smartphone’s NFC (Near Field Communication) or in-app payment gateway 
to make payments. Android Pay can securely save your credit card credentials and it automatically 
creates a virtual card. 

5. Fingerprint Support - In the latest Android M, Google has packed fingerprint feature support at API 
level. This will help developers to add fingerprint API to their apps. OEMs can now manufacture the 
smartphones with fingerprint technology. This feature will enable opportunities to multiple other op-
tions.

6. New RAM Manager - Google has integrated all-new RAM Manager in Android M. This RAM Man-
ager will offer details about memory usage of the device. Users can monitor the amount of memory 
their apps are consuming. RAM Manager will automatically rate the most used apps and help users 
recognise most memory consuming apps.

7. App Drawer - Google has redesigned the app Drawer in Android M. The new app Drawer features 
a widget picker option that can scroll vertically instead of sideways. The new drawer design is based 
on Material Design language. 

Source : efytimes.com
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Root Android Phone Without PC
Rooting an android phone can be a time taking process . Today we 
are going to show you the simplest way to Root almost any android 
phone without a pc.
Framaroot is a one click application that roots almost any 
android phone or device without the need of a Computer. 
Framaroot was developed by alephzain fromFramaroot was developed by alephzain from The XDA forums. 
With one click this app can install the Superuser and Su binary on 
your phone . Framaroot currently supports phones with Android 
versions from 2.0 to 4.2 . This is one of the easiest and fastest 
rooting methods.

Source : beginnertricks.com
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Step 1: Download the Frame root app to your android device.
Step 2: Copy Framaroot from your computer to your phone memory.
Step 3: Install Framaroot from the apk file.
Step 4: Choose “install Superuser” option inside Framaroot.
Step 5: Select any of the exploits that appears in the app and wait for some time.
Step 6: If you see a Step 6: If you see a “Success Superuser and su binary installed. You have to reboot your device” 
message then you have successfully rooted your phone.
You are done. now, your fone is rooted and you have administative power . try Root Checker App to be 
sure that your device have root access or not. Thats all for now hope you will like my work. 



Xiaomi Screen Protector + Micro-SIM card tray for free
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Xiaomi is offering Xiaomi freebies with Screen Protector 
and micro-sim card tray free if you are a Xiaomi custoers . 
You can save your mobile screen form any scratches and 
dust . Just enter your details to take benefits from compa-
ny . Hurry up offer limited .

               Offer Details : 
                                                         
              1. Visit Xiaomi Freebies Page . www.mi.com/in/freebies

              2. Select your phone model .

              3. Enter your Details Name > address > IMEI number > City > State >Mobile number > email.

              4. After fill up the details, atlast click on Submit .
    
                                      



Xiaomi Freebies offered according to xiaomi mobile phones :

    Mi 4i / Redmi Note 4G : Redeem your screen protector.

    Redmi 2 : Redeem your micro-SIM card tray and screen protector .

Note : After submission of necessary details , verification process will be taken within 1 working 
day and the products according to your mobile will deliver at your doorstep within a week.

Source : promocodeclub.com
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Steganos Online Shield with 1 year 
VPN License
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Steganos Online Shield is known antivirus . Now you can 
safe your computer and laptop from virus make your per-
sonal data safe and virus free with no cost of spending 
from your pockets and get 1 year VPN Licence free .

       Key Features :
                                                         
 1. Protects internet connection with 256-bit AES encryption .
 2. Encrypt your entire data traffic with one click Prevents social tracking by Facebook und Twitter .
 3. Blocks ads :Annoying banners will be blocked Automatically deletes cookies after surfing .
 4. Whatever you want to do online, the software adjusts to you .
 5. Stops the creation of your surf history profile by nosy social networks . 5. Stops the creation of your surf history profile by nosy social networks .
 6. Make your browser more anonymous and surf undetected Premium license includes protection for Android  
    smart phones or Tablets .

  
                                      



How to get this offer :

    First go to Steganos Online Shield 1 Year VPN License for free .

    Enter email and click on request serial number to get a serial number and download link at  
    email.

    Now Download antivirus and use key to activate .
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Source : promocodeclub.com



AVG Internet Security 2015 4 Year 
License for free.
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As always, today we brought a freebie for you . You can 
make your computer safe and secure for free. AVG Inter-
net Security is offering four year license for totally free . 
Customers have to just fill up the key to validate AVG soft-
ware for 4 years . Avg is known to prevent your pc from  
hackers getting into your personal data .

       Key Features :
                                                         
1. Prevents online spam and scammers .
2. Helps keep your private files safe .
3. Helps ensure a fast running PC & Accelerates web experience .
4. Leaves no trace of your deleted files and blocks hackers so you can shop safely .
5. Encrypts & password-protects private files and scans web,5. Encrypts & password-protects private files and scans web, Twitter®, & Facebook® link .

  
                                      



License key : 8MEH-RJR4R-7FDJ6-NL3DA-CRXQC-JEMBR-ACED

Download : Free AVG Internet Security 2015 4 Year License
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Source : promocodeclub.com

http://promocodeclub.com/free-avg-internet-security-2015-4-year-license/


Ashampoo HDD Control 2 Software Free
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Ashampoo HDD Control 2 monitors, maintains and defragments 
hard drives. The software supports not only all common IDE and 
serial ATA hard drives, but also provides improved support for external 
USB hard drives and solid state drives (SSDs). The extended user 
interface gives an overview of the status of your hard drives’ health, 
performance and temperature. It also offers lots of technical informa-
tion on supported features and their current status. Furthermore the 
software supports the S.M.A.R.software supports the S.M.A.R.T self-test to check for electric and me-
chanic problems of hard drives as well as adjustment of the noise 
level and the power management (if supported by the hard drive).

Download Here

Source : dailysoftwaregiveaway.com

https://dailysoftwaregiveaway.com/shop/ashampoo-hdd-control-2-software-100-discount/


New Facebook feature Encourages users to use PGP for
 Encrypted Communications

In this era of Global surveillance, we all are worried 
about the privacy of our communication and 
sensitive data. There is no guarantee that our data 
is not being snooped on, but there is a solution — 
PGP (Pretty Good Privacy).

PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) is more than 20 years 
old technology but is yet not widely adopted.

PGPGP is an open source end-to-end encryption 
standard to encrypt e-mails, protecting you against 
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companies, governments, or criminals spying on your Internet connection. But, the tool is too complicated for 
most of the people to implement and use.

However, Facebook is now encouraging its users to use PGP and communicate by sending encrypted 
emails, adding the popular OpenPGP email encryption standard as an extra layer of security for the cautious.

 According to the latest announcement, you can now upload your Public PGP key to your Facebook profile so 
that anyone with your public key can send you encrypted emails.

By giving such option to users, Facebook could really help rapid adoption of PGP encryption standard 
worldwide.worldwide.
The Social Networking Giant has plans to encrypt all its notification emails to users who use PGP or GPG 
(GNU Privacy Guard), as Facebook currently sends you emails alerts for private messages, password 
changes, and other account notifications that may be sensitive.



All the emails you receive from Facebook will be protected with encryption, ensuring that no one — 
even NSA or any other spy agency — can read the content of the messages without the access to 
your private key.

How to use PGP to send encrypted emails?

In case if you want to send and receive encrypted email using PGP, you will first need to install some extra 
software given below:

• GPG4Win: GNU Privacy Guard for Windows known as GnuPG
• Enigmail
• Mozilla Thunderbird
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Using GPG4Win software, you can create your Public and Private PGP keys. Public Key is something that 
others will need to know before they can send you encrypted mail. However, Private PGP key will be used to 
decrypt emails you receive, which you need to keep secret from everyone.

Once you have generated your Public key, you can add them to your Facebook profile so that your friends 
and followers can have secure email communication with you, and the social network can start sending you 
notification emails using the company's public key.

Facebook added PGP feature just seven months after the company launched its Tor hidden service, 
providing an effective way to use the social network through the deep web without revealing your identity.

Unfortunately, Facebook’s new PGP feature works only on desktops and does not support mobile devices 
yet, but this is a smart move by the social networking giant towards the security of online users.

I hope Facebook could become a safe platform for users to share their public keys with the public, thereby I hope Facebook could become a safe platform for users to share their public keys with the public, thereby 
encouraging the use of encryption.

Source : TheHackerNews.com
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How to Fix iPhone Crash Text Message Bug

We reported you about a new bug in the core component of iOS and 
OS X that causes the device's Messages app to crash and iPhones to 
reboot if it receives a certain string of characters, Arabic characters, 
via text message.

Many have since fallen victims to this specially crafted sequence of Many have since fallen victims to this specially crafted sequence of 
Unicode bug. It is believed that when this malicious string of charac-
ters is sent in a text message, it will crash an iThing when the text is 
displayed as a notification on an iPhone, iPad, or Apple watch.

Not iMessages alone, Snapchat and Twitter on iOS devices are also 
vulnerable to this iPhone crash text bug as they also use the CoreText 
component to display text on-screen.

Here's the unique text that's causing the iPhone crash:

effective. Power ًررُّبصلُلُّبصُلُل ॣ ॣh ॣ ॣ 

It's been really annoying that people all across 
the world are messaging each other the secret 
string of unique characters that resets the 
phone, causing it to turn on and off.

There isn't any official fix from Apple so far, however the company has released a statement saying how to 
fix your crashed phone if it is sent the malicious text.
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     "Apple is aware of an iMessage issue caused by a specific series of Unicode 
characters, and we will make a fix available in a software update," the company says. 
"Until the update is available, you can use these steps to re-open the Messages app."

Source : TheHackerNews.com
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Here's a three-step process to combat the issue:

You can do this simple workaround in the meantime before Apple patches the bug in order to open your 
Messages app:

    • Ask Siri to "read unread messages."
    • Use Siri to reply to the malicious message. After you reply, you'll be able to open Messages again.
    • If the issue continues, tap and hold the malicious message, tap More, and delete the message from 
       the thread.       the thread.

Following these simple steps would let you successfully access your Messages again. However, this 
procedure will provide only a temporary fix for the iPhone crash text bug.

Apple has yet to release an update to fully address the issue exploited by the killer Unicode string, and 
hopefully we get a real fix for this issue soon.



This Facebook Hack Allows You to Track Your 
Friends On Map

Remember the magical Marauder’s Map from the Harry Potter 
books that reveal the whereabouts of characters as they roam 
classrooms and the halls of Hogwarts school?
A student developer from Cambridge has created a Chrome 
extension that works similar and also named it Marauder’s 
Map.
The extension allows you to watch every footstep of your The extension allows you to watch every footstep of your 
Facebook friends by grabbing location data from Facebook 
Messenger and rapidly plotting your friends’ locations on a 
map.

 t

 
We all are aware that Facebook shares our location data with our friends, however, what we probably aren’t 
aware of the accuracy of that data and easiness of extracting that data from the messaging service.

Location Sharing And Mapping.

Facebook usually encourages Messenger users to share their location by enabling location sharing by de-
fault when users install iOS or Android app.
Software developer Aran Khanna’s extension dubbed Marauder’s Map, loads the map in Messenger’s Web 
interface and fetches the data from messages sent over Facebook Messenger with location sharing en-
abled.

If you are in doubt that this extension could easily track all your location data, then you are wrong. The ex-
tension will able to map your location only for those instances when you have had a conversation with your 
friends over Messenger with location enabled.
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But, It’s Your Fault.

The extension will not be able to get your location in between these instances when you have not 
used Messenger at all.

It’s not completely Facebook's fault because the service is only providing you a feature to share 
your locations with your friends, neither your friends (maybe you as well) are necessarily giving up 
their locations unknowingly.
But, it is most likely that your friends are not realizing how accurate this location data is and how But, it is most likely that your friends are not realizing how accurate this location data is and how 
easily this information can be used. They just click through to get chatting with their friends.

If you don’t want to share your location with your friends and keep your location data private, then 
you can disable location sharing feature by tapping the arrow icon in your Messenger, or simply go 
into the settings of your phone and disable Messenger’s location access altogether.
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Source : thehackernews.com



This MicroSD Card Has Entire Secure Computer 
Inside It

As Millions of Hackers, Spammers and Scammers are after your sen-
sitive online data, you can't really expect your passwords to stay 
secure forever, even if you are using long passwords. Most of us 
might be worried about losing our passwords as we keep signing up 
for online services.  However, Google is equally concerned about 
your online security and wants to help you protect your most sensitive 
data in a most smarter way.

Google has now made what has to be one of the smallest computers 
ever — Project Vault.
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That’s a really catching name announced on the second day of the annual Google I/O developers confer-
ence.
Project Vault, designed by Google's ATAP (Advanced Technology and Projects) group, is a secure com-
puter entirely packed onto a microSD card that can be plugged into any system whether it’s a desktop or a 
mobile phone. The vault is technically a computer though it is not for regular computing. Rather it is a new 
and secure way to communicate and authenticate without entering passwords.
Today we often choose passwords that we find clever or easy to remember, but Google wants to make the 
password more personal than we think. 

The tiny little chip can authenticate you even before an app or a website asks for your password. In short, 
Vault will make your primary authentication (which we currently do use passwords) a secondary one, with-
out you having to do anything.
With Project Vault, Google will turn your devices into your passwords. It is capable to encrypt, or scramble, 
your app is chat messages and provide extra levels of authentication, so your device makes very sure that 



you are you.
While giving a demo, ATAP team showed how two users can securely chat with each other using 
Vault-equipped smartphones. Once the chip is installed, the chat application just opens the virtual-
ized two-file system with the read/write I/O.
Vault encrypts the chat messages and then sends it as ciphertext through its encrypted channel, and 
never sends through the phone so that no one can snoop on you. The phone automatically decrypts 
the messages, but will never actually be able to see any keys or algorithms on either end.

The company says you will also be able to encrypt video with Vault.

Project Vault has:

   An ARM-based processor
   An antenna
     A near-field communication (NFC) for communicating with nearby devices
   4 gigabytes of "isolated, sealed" internal storage
   Its ultra-secure operating system focused on privacy and data security
   A suite of cryptographic service

Vault runs a custom-built Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) with a suite of cryptographic services, 
including hashing, batch encryption, signing and a hardware random number generator, in order to 
keep your data and messages with friends secure.

VVault works with any operating system -- including Google's Android, Windows, Linux and Apple's OS 
X -- since essentially it is just a generic storage device to the host computer or phone.

I called the move smarter because here all the work is done by the host without the users having to 
deal with the configuration of the device, making it as user-friendly as possible.
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Project Vault is still "very much in the experimental stage" and in process of being ready for users, 
but the source code for the system is available on GitHub under an open-source license so that 
developers can start delving into it.

Source : thehackernews.com
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Beware! Facebook UnfriendAlert Software Steals 
Your Account Password

Today everybody wants to know — Who visited my Facebook 
profile?, Who unfriended me from the Facebook Friend list?, 
Who saw my Facebook posts?, and many other features that 
isn't provided by Facebook by default.

So most Facebook users try to find out a software and fall victim So most Facebook users try to find out a software and fall victim 
to one that promises to accomplish their desired task. Hackers 
make use of this weakness and often design malicious programs 
in order to victimize broad audience.

 t

 
Following I am going to disclose the realities behind one such software designed cleverly to trick Facebook 
users to make them believe it is genuine.
UnfriendAlert, a free application that notifies you whenever someone removes you from the Facebook friend 
list, has been found collecting its users' Facebook credentials.

UnfriendAlert Stealing your Facebook Credentials:

Security researchers at Malwarebytes have warned users of the UnfriendAlert app saying that the notorious Security researchers at Malwarebytes have warned users of the UnfriendAlert app saying that the notorious 
app asks users to login with their Facebook credentials to activate unfriends monitoring and alert service for 
your Facebook profile.

Facebook has provided API OAuth login system for third party applications, where users don't need to pro-
vide their Facebook credentials to them. So you should never submit your Facebook password to any third 
party service or desktop software in any case.
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Once you enter your login credentials, UnfriendAlert will send it to the website "yougotunfriend-
ed.com" owned by attackers.

Late last month, UnfriendAlert was also classified as potentially unwanted program (PUP) which 
often displays unwanted advertisements and deceptively installs other malicious software and free 
apps when visiting some web pages in your Chrome, Firefox, and Internet Explorer, making you fail 
to block them.

Uninstall UnfriendAlert and Change your Password Now!

So users are recommended to uninstall UnfriendAlert App from your computer, and besides removing 
this, you are also advised to change your Facebook password as soon as possible. You can do this 
under "Settings —> Password —> Edit."

Always do some research before installing any third party application as your one single mistake 
could compromise your online security and privacy in various ways.

Source : thehackernews.com
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The Pirate Bay Co-Founder Released From 
Swedish Prison

Fredrik Neij, the third and the last founder of the infamous 
file-sharing website The Pirate Bay, was released on Monday 
from a Swedish prison.

Neij, who goes by the online moniker "TiAMO", was arrested 
byby Thai immigration authorities at the end of November 2014 
while he was trying to cross the border illegally from Laos to 
Thailand and then extradited to a prison in Skänninge, 
Sweden.

 t

 
Fredrik Neij is Now a FREE Man

However, after his ten-month prison sentence, Neij is now a free man and has already reunited with family 
and friends, TorrentFreak reports.
The 37-year-old fugitive Swede man was first convicted of aiding copyright infringements by a Swedish 
court in 2009 and escaped arrest by fleeing to Laos.
HoweveHowever, Neji's passport was revoked in 2012, and then after two years in November 2014, he was arrest-
ed under an Interpol warrant near the Laotian border after four years on the run.
Before his arrest, Neji was living and hosting a file-sharing website called BayFiles, which was shut down 
afterwards.

All four co-founders of The Pirate Bay have now served prison sentences. The first Founder Gottfird 
Svartholm, who used the online alias "Anakata", was convicted on both copyright and computer hacking 
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charges by a Danish court and is imprisoned, serving a 
three-and-a-half year sentence.
While the second founder, Peter Sunde served an eight-month sen-
tence in Sweden last year. The Pirate Bay’s financier Carl Lundström 
was also arrested and sentenced to four months of home arrest in 
2012.

The Pirate Bay does not need its Founders to be Functional

The Pirate Bay is a widely popular file-sharing website predominantly 
used to share copyrighted material free of charge, and despite the 
criminal convictions, the site remains functioning today, although 
it has moved to different Web domains several times.

It's still unclear how the website managed to reappear every time 
after shutdown, but The Pirate Bay claimed last year that it ran the 
notorious website on 21 "raid-proof" virtual machines, which means 
if the police raid one location, the site would hardly take few hours if the police raid one location, the site would hardly take few hours 
to get back in action.

Neij is expected to return now to his house in Laos where he previous-
ly lived with his wife and children. TorrentFreak posted a picture of Neij 
"enjoying his freedom" with a beer cane in one hand. He is the last 
founder of The Pirate Bay to be released from prison.
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Silk Road Mastermind Ross Ulbricht Sentenced 
To Life In Prison
Ross Ulbricht, the alleged founder and mastermind of the infamous 
online black marketplace Silk Road, has been sentenced to life in 
prison after being found guilty of narcotics conspiracy, money laun-
dering and other criminal charges.
This means the 31-year-old San Francisco man will die behind bars.

With all the seven charges stemming from the creation and opera-
tion of the once the Internet's largest online illegal-drug marketplace, 
Ulbricht was facing 20 years at a minimum sentence, but making life 
in prison is the harshest possible sentence.
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Ulbricht's Life in Prison without any possibility of Parole:

The sentence was made by Judge Katherine B. Forrest in a Federal District Court in Manhattan, though 
Forrest admitted it was a "very, very difficult" call to make, leaving Ulbricht without any hope of parole.

Operating online as "Dread Pirate Roberts," Ulbricht ran the $1.2 billion Empire from the year 2011 to 2013, 
armed just with a laptop and a Wi-Fi connection.

Silk Road ran on theSilk Road ran on the Tor network to maintain its operations, and carried out more than $200 Million in illegal 
transactions, before Federal agents seized Silk Road servers and arrested Ulbricht in October 2013, along 
with bitcoins worth $3.6 million.



Ulbricht asked for Mercy, but Judge rejected:

Ulbricht pleaded for leniency in his sentence during the court hearing, 
but that didn't work out.   

However, US District Judge described Silk Road as "an assault on 
the public health of our communities," and said: "Silk Road's 
creation showed that you thought you were better than the law."

Before sentencing, Ulbricht reportedly spoke to the court for 20 minBefore sentencing, Ulbricht reportedly spoke to the court for 20 min-
utes, pleading Judge Forrest to spare him a life sentence and 
asking her to please leave him a "light at the end of the tunnel."
In addition to running the notorious Silk Road, Ulbricht was also 
accused of hiring a hitman, who then turned out to be an FBI agent, 
in order to kill an employee he believed was stealing money from 
him.

Ulbricht’s defense team has already said they will appeal his convic-
tion.
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Source : thehackernews.com

"I wish I could go back and convince 
myself to take a different path," Ulbricht 
said. "If given the chance, I would never 
break the law again."



New Release: Kali Linux for 
Docker — Deploy and Play!

The Developers of one of the most advanced open source operating 
system for penetration testing called 'KALI Linux' have made the oper-
ating system available for Docker-addicted system administrators.

But, What’s Docker?

Docker is a new open-source container technology, released in June 
2014, that automates the deployment of applications inside self-suffi-
cient software containers by providing an additional layer of abstrac-
tion and automation of operating-system-level visualization on Linux.

 
Docker, built on top of Linux containers, is simply a way of managing multiple containers on a single ma-
chine. Nowadays, companies are adopting Docker at a remarkable rate.

Docker is not just the favorite of Linux powers like RedHat and Canonical, but also big software firms, in-
cluding Microsoft, which has embraced Docker.

Why bringing Kali Linux for Docker?

The same was happened to the developer of Offensive Security, who was requested for a Dockerised 
image of the official Kali penetration testing system platform by a fellow penetration tester last week.
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The developers bootstrapped a minimal Kali Linux 1.1.0a base and thereby registered it under Kali Linux 
Docker account providing pentesters and security bods with access to the Top 10 Kali Linux tools.

Kali Linux is an open source Debian-based operating system for penetration testing and forensics as it is a 
dedicated security platform loaded with a collection of penetration testing and offensive hacking tools use 
for testing of software privacy and security.

The Kali Linux image for Docker lets system administrator and penetration testers access their toolkits eThe Kali Linux image for Docker lets system administrator and penetration testers access their toolkits effi-
ciently by simplifying server management across Windows, Mac, and Linux using the widely popular con-
tainerisation system.

"With this in place, you have full access to all the Kali packages on any and all systems that 
run Docker – which ends up being quite an expansive list."

“The fact that you can run Docker on pretty much every operating system under the sun 
makes this feature extra sexy," developer Mati Aharoni says. "The beauty [of Docker] is that 
Kali is placed in an excellent, neat container without polluting your guest filesystem."

Source : thehackernews.com
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Facebook Announces ‘Facebook Lite’ a less than
 1MB app for Slow Internet

Social networking company Facebook announces the launch of Face-
book Lite, a new version of Facebook for Android that uses less data 
and works well across all network conditions.

More than a billion people around the world access Facebook from a 
range of mobile devices on varying networks. In many areas, 
networks can be slow and not able to support all the functionality 
found in Facebook for Android. Facebook Lite was built for these 
situations, giving people a reliable Facebook experience when band-
width is at a minimum, claims the company in their official blog post.

 
Newly launched service is less than 1MB and is suited for 2G connections. It is fast to install and quick to 
load. It includes Facebook’s core experiences like News Feed, status updates, photos, notifications and 
more.

The service will be rolled out in countries across Asia, and over the coming weeks Facebook Lite will be 
available in parts of Latin America, Africa and Europe. The service will be available in the Play store.

TTalking about the launch Facebook Founder and CEO, Mark Zuckerberg said,”We’re going to keep working 
to serve the entire world, and we’ll keep building tools for people in every community until we’re all connect-
ed.”
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On immediate app experience, people are appreciating it. Facebook’s attempt of designing such 
applications only emphasizes on the fact that it is bent on getting its tagline i.e. ‘connecting the 
world’ true. With the help of such service people can stay connected with curated and personal-
ized social news feeds.

Source : thehackernews.com
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